The Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers
Eastern Branch
An Introduction
This publication has been produced by the Committee of the Eastern Branch
of the NDAR for the benefit of new members of the Association. Its purpose is
to provide the reader with basic information about the NDAR, especially the
Eastern Branch, and to encourage members to participate in Association and
Branch events.
Your introduction to ringing will most likely be at a particular tower (your
home tower) where you get to know the rest of the band. The Branch has
around 150 members at present (August 2018). Most likely the first ringers
you will meet outside your home tower will be members of the Eastern Branch
or indeed members from the other three branches, Northern, Western or
Southern.
From about 1875, ringers nationwide began to form County or Diocesan Guilds
and Associations all with broadly similar aims. These aims were to improve
the standards of ringing with an emphasis on service ringing and good
behaviour in ringing chambers (which had not previously always been the
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case!). Most of these organisations divided their areas into branches or
districts as in our Eastern Branch.

Map showing some (i.e. not all) ringing towers of the Eastern Branch
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The NDAR
The Norwich Diocesan of Ringers was formed on April 4th 1877. It is a
registered charity which includes the Nolan Golden Education Fund, the Bell
Restoration Fund and a Parish Affiliation
Scheme. Its chief aims are:
“The advancement of the Christian religion
principally within the Diocese of Norwich, by the
ringing of bells for Christian worship and on
other appropriate occasions; and the
advancement of the education of the public in the
art and science of bellringing, by promoting and
encouraging the practice of bellringing and by supporting the recruitment,
training and development of bellringers.”
It promotes bellringing throughout the Diocese by organising a wide variety of
ringing events; providing advice and training on aspects of ringing from basic
handling skills to bell maintenance; providing assistance with funding for
restoration and augmentation and keeping bell and peal records. The NDAR
membership of about [800] covers the same area as the Diocese of Norwich.
This is the whole of Norfolk with the exception of a few towers in the west of
the county that fall in the Diocese of Ely. It includes, however, a few towers in
the north eastern part of Suffolk.
The Association has a library and official clothing. It operates a Gift Aid
Scheme for subscriptions. Being a responsible organisation it operates a
procedure for the safeguarding of young persons and has 2 Safeguarding
Officers (Katie Wright and Phillippa Hughes).
The management of the Association is overseen by a Standing Committee,
led by a President (Rev Paul Cubitt). The Standing Committee is made up of
representatives from each branch and trustees of the charities. It is regulated
by its rules which are to be found in the Annual Association Report published
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at the end of each year. This report has lists of all the officers and members, a
round-up of activities within each branch, accounts, rules, and contact details
for all the ringing towers. Each member is entitled to a copy of the report. All
members up to the age of 70 years are covered by the NDAR Insurance for
Personal Accident and Public Liability.
The NDAR has its own website, www.ndar.org.uk and a closed group
Facebook page; NDA Ringers. The Eastern Branch also has its own closed
group Facebook page; NDA Eastern Branch Ringers.
At branch level, the Eastern Branch Committee works hard for all the
members arranging meetings and social events. We, on the Committee, like
to see as many of you as possible at these events. Your attendance will help
with your ringing and you will get to know other branch members. You may
have some good ideas and suggestions to put forward at the meetings or
indeed may like to serve on the committee itself.
Your current Branch committee officers and members’ details can be found on
the NDA website at www.ndar.org.uk/branches/eastern-branch/
Branch Quarterly meetings are held in March, June, September and
December. The format is afternoon ringing followed by a service, tea and the
meeting itself. Evening ringing takes place afterwards. These are social
events, a good opportunity to make new friends and to ring something you do
not normally ring at your home tower. Our Ringing Master arranges special
methods to learn and ring on the day.
The December meeting is the Annual Branch Meeting when Officers and
Committee Members are elected for the following year and the programme
for the forthcoming year is announced.
Three practice meetings are also held each year in February, August and
October. These are evening events and are for ringing only, again with special
methods arranged by our Ringing Master.
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All branch meetings cater for all abilities from rounds and call changes to
method ringing. Ringers are always on hand and willing to help people with
whatever they choose to ring. In addition, Mini Training Days can be
organised at the request of any members who would like to practice a
particular method with an experienced band. Following on, you might then be
asked if you would like to ring a Quarter Peal in the method, to consolidate
your training. The NDA also holds its own Annual Training day each March.
A Branch social event is held each summer, normally in July. For the past few
years we have organised a Quiz and Chips which has proved to be very
popular.
An outing is arranged each May by the Ringing Master where we ring at
towers outside our own immediate area, normally five or six towers on the
day, to ring their bells.
A Branch Dinner is held in November which usually includes some
entertainment and a raffle. An opportunity to relax with friends.
We hope you enjoy belonging to the Eastern Branch. For any questions you
may have, please don't be afraid to ask any of the committee members as
they will be only too happy to help.

August 2018
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